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Abstract:

In this work, we propose a self-supervised approach to depth estimation. Our method uses depth consistency to
generate soft visibility mask that reduces the error contribution of inconsistent regions produced by occlusions.
In addition, we allow the pose network to take advantage of the depth network representations to produce more
accurate results. The experiments are conducted on the KITTI 2015 dataset. We analyze the effect of each
component in the performance of the model and demonstrate that the consistency constraint and feature sharing
can effectively improve our results. We show that our method is competitive when compared to the state of
the art.

1

INTRODUCTION

Depth and camera motion estimation are key problems in computer vision that have many applications
such as 3D reconstruction, virtual and augmented
reality, robot navigation, scene interaction, and autonomous driving. Methods proposed for depth and
camera motion estimation relied on exploring the information of sparse correspondences on various views
of a scene (Triggs et al., 1999; Souza et al., 2018).
However, these methods produce sparse depth maps
and require post-processing to produce dense depth
maps. As well as various problems in computer vision (Tacon et al., 2019; Santos and Pedrini, 2019;
Concha et al., 2018), deep learning has been successfully applied to depth and camera motion estimation. In the supervised deep learning literature, several methods have been proposed to learn to regress
both depth and camera motion values in various scenarios when ground-truth data is available.
A major drawback of supervised deep learning
methods for depth estimation and camera motion estimation is that they require to collect large datasets.
For instance, depth estimation for autonomous driving is costly because it requires to acquire data with
LIDAR scanners under diverse weather conditions.
Moreover, LIDAR scanners obtain sparse depth maps.
In contrast, unsupervised deep learning methods that
a
b
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do not need ground-truth for depth and camera motion tasks. Specifically, self-supervised methods that
rely on exploiting geometric relations to reconstruct
frames and use photometric error as learning signal (Zhou et al., 2017) have been successfully applied.
Moreover, several methods have been proposed to
deal with several aspects of the problem, for instance,
occlusion (Luo et al., 2018), moving objects (Casser
et al., 2019), image resolution (Pillai et al., 2019),
among others.
In this work, we propose a self-supervised method
for depth and camera motion estimation in monocular videos. Inspired by multi-task learning literature,
where various methods have been proposed that take
advantage of the task similarity and share representations between tasks, we propose to share the representations of depth network to camera motion network.
Specifically, we use the feature maps of each layer in
the encoder part of the depth network as input to the
camera motion network by projecting and summing
them to their task-specific feature maps.
Moreover, we investigate a constraint that decreases the error contribution of regions with inconsistent projected depth values. Thus, the model does
not lose supervision in the early stages of training,
where depth estimates are more prone to have inconsistencies.
This text is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review some relevant methods related to the topic
under investigation. In Section 3, we present the proposed self-supervised depth estimation methodology.
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In Section 4, we describe and evaluate the experimental results. In Section 5, we conclude the paper with
some final remarks.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review some relevant approaches available in the literature related to the topics explored in our work.

2.1

Self-supervised Depth Estimation

Self-supervised methods for depth estimation rely
only on the video as supervisory signal. Under the
assumption that two nearby frames on the video are
views of the same scene, view synthesis or reconstruction can be used to guide the training of models.
Garg et al. (2016) proposed a method for singleframe depth estimation using the reconstruction of a
target image from the source image where the target
and source image where a stereo pair.
Using the same principle, Zhou et al. (2017) proposed an impressive end-to-end method where reconstruction of nearby frames is used as supervisory signal, and an additional network estimates the camera
motion parameters to project the content of one frame
to another. Several works have been proposed to address the shortcomings of this approach. For instance,
Yin and Shi (2018); Chen et al. (2019); Gordon et al.
(2019) proposed to estimate the optical flow to deal
with moving objects, Casser et al. (2019) dealt with
moving object segmenting and estimating the motion
of each moving object individually. Similarly, Lee
and Fowlkes (2019) proposed to segment frame in
static or dynamic regions and predict its motion field
independently. Xu et al. (2019) proposed a representation for deformable moving objects. Yin and Shi
(2018); Luo et al. (2018); Mahjourian et al. (2018);
Chen et al. (2019) used geometric priors to enforce
consistency among predictions. Luo et al. (2018);
Zhou et al. (2018); Li et al. (2018); Pillai et al. (2019)
used geometric priors to deal with occluded regions.

2.2

Geometric Constraints and
Occlusion

Yin and Shi (2018) penalized full flow inconsistencies between the optical flow predictions in the forward and backward direction. Luo et al. (2018) penalized depth inconsistency by projecting depth maps
between adjacent frames using the respective camera
motion transformation, besides optical flow consistency. Similarly, Zhou et al. (2018) penalized depth

inconsistencies not only between adjacent frames but
between each pair of frames in the neighborhood.
Mahjourian et al. (2018) and Chen et al. (2019)
penalized the difference between the predicted depth
maps back-projected to the same reference 3dimensional coordinate system. Moreover, they also
penalized inconsistencies of the optical flow prediction obtained from the depth and camera motion estimates and the flow predicted with another network.
Besides prediction error, depth inconsistencies occur
in regions that are not explainable because occlusion.
Gordon et al. (2019); Luo et al. (2018); Zou et al.
(2018) used geometric constraints to ignore occluded
or dis-occluded regions on the reconstruction loss.
However, we observed that geometric inconsistent regions are common in earlier stages of training, and
the model loss the supervisory signal to those regions
if they are completely ignored. In contrast, we decrease the error contribution on those regions instead
removing them.

2.3 Multi-task Architecture
Representation sharing is an important aspect of
multi-task learning because it has advantages such as
the reduction of over-fitting and the reduction of processing time. However, determining a proper degree
of representation sharing is not trivial.
Several approaches have been proposed to train
various similar tasks simultaneously with some degree of representation sharing. For instance, in convolutional neural networks, this representation sharing
can be tuned by the number of layers shared by various networks trained to learn different tasks. Thus,
networks with a few shared layers will share less information than networks with more shared layers.
Misra et al. (2016) shared information by computing the representation at each level of the network as
a linear combination of the representations obtained
from the last level. Similarly, Ruder et al. (2017) computed a half representation as a linear combination of
the output of previous layers, keeping the other half
as a task specific representation. Liu et al. (2019)
used a network to learn global representations and
task-specific networks that use attention modules to
learn task-specific representation from global representations.
In this work, we show that sharing depth network
representation to the camera motion network can improve our model performance.
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3

PROPOSED METHOD

We summarize our method in Figure 1. In this section,
we give an overview of the formulation used for depth
and camera motion estimation. Then, we describe our
geometric consistency constraint and feature sharing
mechanism. Finally, we present architecture considerations of our neural network.
It

Depth network {Dt, Ds→t}

Soft Visibility
Mask Vt
Ldc

Is

Feature
Sharing

Is→t
Tt→s

Warp

Lrec

Camera motion
network

Figure 1: Overview of our method. The depth network is
used to predict the depth maps for the source Is and target It
images. The camera motion network predicts the Euclidean
transformation between the target and source camera coordinate systems Tt→s . A soft-visibility mask is computed
based on the target depth map and the projected source
depth map Ds→t . Feature maps of the depth network are
shared with the camera motion network. Depth consistency
and reconstruction loss terms are computed considering the
soft visibility mask Vt .

3.1

Overview

The core idea of self-supervised depth estimation is
that, given two views of the same scene, we can reconstruct one of the views, that is, the target view It ,
from the other view, that is, the source view Is . Thus,
reconstruction error is used to guide the learning of
the model.
Reconstruction is done through perspective projection and the relative camera motion between a pair
of views. Perspective projection requires to have the
intrinsic parameters of the camera K, and the depth
values for each pixel in the target image. We obtain
depth values using a convolutional encoder-decoder
network Dθ that learns to estimate a dense depth map
D for an input image I.
The relative camera motion is represented by an
Euclidean transformation Tt→s ∈ SE(3) between the
coordinate systems that the camera had when the target view It and the source view Is were captured.
Given a pair of views (It , Is ), we estimate its motion
transformation Tt→s using a convolutional network
Pφ .
We reconstruct the target frame by projecting each
pixel coordinate from the target view to the source
view. Given a pixel xt in the target frame, its coordinate is back-projected to the camera coordinate sys136

tem of the target view using the inverse of its intrinsic
matrix K −1 . Then, the relative motion transformation Tt−>s is applied to project the coordinates form
the coordinate system of the target view to the coordinate system of the source view. Finally, coordinates
are projected to pixel coordinates on the source view.
Equation 1 shows this mapping:
h(xs ) = π(KTt→s Dt (xt )K−1 h(xt ))
(1)
where h(x) is the homogeneous representation of the
pixel x, and π is a function that normalizes homogeneous coordinates dividing their values by the last coordinate. The resulting coordinates can be floating
points. Thus, bilinear interpolation is used to compute the pixel intensity values (Zhou et al., 2017). Using these pixel coordinates and intensity correspondences, we reconstruct the target frame as Is→t (xt ) =
Is (xs ).
Then, we use the reconstruction error for training.
Equation 2 shows the reconstruction loss term.
Lrec =
∑ Mt−>s ρ(It (xt ), Is→t (xt )) (2)
Is ∈{It−1 ,It+1 }

We consider the two adjacent frames of the target as source frames. ρ is a dissimilarity function.
In addition, we use the principled mask Mt−>s proposed by Mahjourian et al. (2018) to ignore pixels
that became not visible because of the camera motion. As several works of the literature, we use a composed dissimilarity function that combines the structural similarity (SSIM) and L1 distance with an αr
trade-off parameter.
1 − SSIM(Ia , Ib )
+(1−αr )|Ia −Ib | (3)
ρ(Ia , Ib ) = αr
2
However, photometric loss is not-informative in
homogeneous regions since in these regions multiple
depth assignments can produce equally good reconstructions (Garg et al., 2016). This problem can be
addressed by enforcing continuity on depth maps. We
use the edge-preserving local smoothness term used
by Godard et al. (2017) and Yin and Shi (2018).
Lds =

∑

|∇Dt (x)|(e|∇It (x)| )T

(4)

x∈Ω(It )

In addition, the depth network is designed to predict depth maps at multiple scales to address the gradient locality problem (Zhou et al., 2017; Garg et al.,
2016). Thus, we train the model with the loss function
shown in Equation 5:
i
i
L = ∑ Lrec
+ λds Lds
(5)
i∈S

where S is the set of desired scales.
The described considerations are used for our
baseline method. Both the depth network Dθ and the
camera motion network Mφ are trained jointly in an
end-to-end manner.
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3.2

Depth Consistency and Occlusion

Depth map and camera motion predictions determine
implicitly a flow field that contains the displacement
of each pixel coordinate from the target frame to the
source frame. This flow field allows us to warp not
only the source frame appearance It but also its dense
depth map Dt . For instance, we can warp the depth
map of the source frame Ds to the target frame.
Then, the depth maps predicted for the target
frame Dt should be consistent with the warped depth
map Ds−>t . Depth consistency can also be enforced
in the inverse direction, that is, in the forward and
backward direction.
Ldc =

∑

|Dt (x) − Ds−>t (x)|

(6)

x∈Ω(It )

Depth
diﬀerence

Dt (x)−Ds→t (x) 2
Dt (x)

(8)

where αd controls the smoothness degree of the visibility mask. Figure 2 shows the inconsistencyvisibility and visibility masks obtained with thresholding or with a Gaussian on the inconsistencies.
We apply the visibility mask to the depth consistency and reconstruction loss terms.
Ldc =

Vt (x)|Dt (x) − Ds−>t (x)|

∑

(9)

Lrec =

Vt Mt−>s ρ(It (xt ), Is→t (xt )) (10)

∑

Is ∈{It−1 ,It+1 }

Thus, Equation 11 denotes our final loss function.

(a)

(b)

Visibility

Soft-visibility mask
Depth
diﬀerence

(c)

−αd

Vt (x) = e

x∈Ω(It )

Tresholded visibility mask

Visibility

ignoring several regions in the reconstruction loss, we
propose to reduce the error contribution of inconsistent regions mapping normalized depth maps difference to a visibility value using a Gaussian function.
Equation 8 shows the formula of our soft-visibility
mask.


i
i
i
+ λdc Ldc
L = ∑ Lrec
+ λds Lds

(11)

i∈S

3.3 Depth Encoder Feature Sharing
(d)

Figure 2: Thresholded and soft visibility masks. In the first
row, we show the visibility as function of the (a) normalized
depth difference and a (b) sample mask with thresholding.
On the second row, we show the (c) mapping and (d) mask
for the soft-visibility approach.

Depth consistency does not hold for all pixels in
the image because of the occlusions and disocclusions
produced by camera motion or by moving objects in
the scene. Some works use this prior to create a visibility mask that hide or decrease the error contribution
of pixels that have large inconsistencies.
Inconsistency at each pixel in the target image can
be measured as absolute value of normalized difference between the predicted depth value on the target image, and the depth value of the source depth
map projected to the target camera coordinate system.
Then, we can compute a visibility mask by thresholding the inconsistencies along the target image with a
threshold t obtained empirically. Equation 7 shows
this relation.


Dt (x) − Ds→t (x)
Vt (x) =
<t
(7)
Dt (x)
where [.] is the Iverson bracket operator.
However, the networks do not produce accurate
predictions on training, and a constant threshold cannot handle the inconsistency variability. Thus, instead

It has been shown that using a network with some degree of representation sharing can be better than using
separate networks (Misra et al., 2016; Doersch and
Zisserman, 2017; Liu et al., 2019), mainly because
individual tasks can be reinforced with the representation of other tasks and also because feature sharing
allows representations to avoid over-fitting in individual tasks, but to be useful in other tasks.
In our context, where estimation of depth and
camera motion operates simultaneously with the same
input data and where tasks are complementary because the geometric formulation provides supervision
to both networks with the same loss function, this motivates us to believe that representation sharing can
improve the model performance.
Figure 3 illustrates our feature attention mechanism. We propose to share the feature maps of the
depth encoder with the pose network. This allows
the pose network to leverage the depth features to improve the pose estimation. Moreover, better pose estimates can potentially improve the reconstruction and,
as a consequence, depth estimation.
Equation 12 summarizes our proposal. Given a
target frame It and its source frames It−1 and It+1 ,
our depth network produces feature maps from these
l ,
frames at each layer of the network. Thus, Ftl , Ft−1
l
and Ft+1 are the features on the layer l for the target and source frames, respectively. In addition, we
137
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4

2

FDt

2

FDt+1

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe and evaluate the experimental results achieved with the proposed method.

4.1 Experimental Setup
1

FDt-1

C

2

C

FDt-1

f

1

FPD

f

+
1

FP

2

FPD
+

FP2

Figure 3: Feature sharing mechanism. The feature maps in
the depth and camera motion network are shown with green
and red colors, respectively. ”C” represents the concatenation operation. f is a function that transforms the concatenated depth features. ”+” represents the element-wise sum
operation.

apply a non-linear transformation f over the concatenated depth representations. For simplicity, we set f
to be convolution layer with 1x1 filters. We set the
output of f to have the same amount of feature maps
of the pose network in the same layer level. Finally,
we sum the transformed features to the pose features.
FlPD = FlP + f ([FlDt : FlDt−1 : FlDt+1 ])

3.4

(12)

Network Architecture

Finally, we briefly describe the network architecture.
Our depth encoder-decoder network is based on the
DepthNet (Yin and Shi, 2018). Its encoder network
is based on the ResNet50. Its decoder network is
composed of deconvolutional layers that up-sample
the bottleneck representation in order to upscale the
feature maps to the input resolution.
The encoder network has skip connections with
the decoder network. In addition, we use dropout after the last two layers of the encoder and the first two
of the decoder network to reduce over-fitting. In addition, we use bilinear interpolation for up-sampling
instead of nearest-neighbor interpolation to produce
more accurate depth maps.
Our camera motion network predicts the relative
motion between two input frames. The relative camera motion has a 6-DoF representation, that is, the rotation angles and the translation vectors. We use the
architecture proposed by Zhou et al. (2017).

In this section, we describe the parameters of our
model and the optimization method used in the learning process, the dataset used for training and evaluating the models and, finally, the metrics used to assess
the model performance.
4.1.1

Parameter Setup

We used a trade-off parameter αr = 0.85 in the reconstruction loss term. The weights of the depth smoothness λds and depth consistency terms λdc are 0.5 and
0.31, respectively. We employed a smoothness parameter of the visibility map αd = 2. We used a
threshold t = 0.3 for the alternative version of our
method with the thresholded visibility mask. We applied Adam optimization with parameter β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.999. We chose a batch size of 4.
The input images are re-scaled to 128×416. Furthermore, we apply random scaling, cropping, and
various color perturbations to the input images in the
data augmentation stage to reduce over-fitting. Depth
and camera motion networks are trained from scratch.
4.1.2

Dataset

We used the KITTI 2015 dataset, composed of video
sequences with 93 thousand images acquired by RGB
cameras, and with sparse depth ground-truth provided
by Velodyne LIDAR scanner.
As several works available in the literature, we
used the Eigen split (Eigen et al., 2014) for evaluation. It contains 40K images for training, 4K images
for validation, and 687 images for testing.
4.1.3

Metrics

We used the standard metrics used in other methods
available in the literature, described as follows:
• absolute relative difference:
E=

1
|y − y∗ |
∑
|T | y∈T y∗

(13)

• squared relative difference:
E=

138

1
||y − y∗ ||2
∑
|T | y∈T
y∗

(14)
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• root mean squared error:
s
1
E=
∑ ||y − y∗ ||2
|T | y∈T
• log root mean squared error:
s
1
E=
∑ || log y − log y∗ ||2
|T | y∈T

(15)

(16)

where y and y∗ are the predicted and ground-truth
depth values, and T represents the sets of pixels in
the image with depth ground-truth.
Moreover, we used the thresholded accuracy metric, which is the proportion of depth values with a
ratio of the predicted to ground-truth value in the interval < 1δ , δ >. Similar to previous works, we computed the proportion for the intervals defined by δ values equal to 1.25, 1.252 and 1.253 .
E=

1
y y∗
[max( ∗ , ) < δ]
∑
|T | y∈T
y y

that our method obtained competitive results when
compared with methods that explicitly address moving objects. Finally, we show that our method did not
outperform results obtained with methods in the literature that explicitly model moving objects and perform test-time fine-tuning.
Figure 4 shows that depth maps predicted through
our method can capture the structure of the scene.
In addition, the last two images show that, when the
scene is not rigid, our method is more prone to errors.

(17)

where [.] is the Iverson bracket operator.

4.2

Depth Estimation

In this section, we present our experiments. First,
we perform ablative experiments to analyze the impact of each contribution on the performance of our
model. Then, we compare our results with other selfsupervised depth estimation methods categorized into
three groups: methods that assume a static scene,
methods that explicitly model moving objects on the
scene, and methods that perform parameter or output
fine-tuning at test time.
4.2.1

Ablation Study

Table 1 shows the performance of variants of our
model. It is possible to observe that the addition of
depth consistency and either a hard or soft visibility
masks is the major source of improvement. Moreover, we can see that the soft visibility map is slightly
better than the thresholded visibility mask. It is also
possible to observe that the complete model obtains
better results than just considering depth consistency
and visibility mask.
4.2.2

State-of-the-Art Comparison

Table 2 shows our results compared with the state-ofthe-art methods. Methods of the literature categorized
into three groups. First, we show that our method outperformed the competing methods that assume a rigid
scene with almost all metrics. In addition, we show

Figure 4: Input images and corresponding depth maps produced with our method. Images were sampled from the
KITTI dataset.

5

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a self-supervised method for monocular
depth estimation that relies on (i) a depth consistency
constraint, (ii) a soft visibility map that reduces the error contribution in depth inconsistent regions, and (iii)
sharing features from the depth to the camera motion
networks.
We showed that depth consistency constraint and
feature sharing can improve the performance of our
baseline model and become competitive even with
methods that explicitly model moving objects in the
scene.
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Table 1: Ablation analysis. We show the results of various alternative models. First, we show that our baseline model obtained
poor results. Then, we show that the addition of depth consistency (DC) and thresholded visibility mask (TV) improved the
performance of our model. Furthermore, we show that the use of the soft visibility mask (SV) increased our results in almost
all the evaluation metrics. Finally, we show results achieved with our final model through depth consistency, soft visibility
mask and feature sharing (FS). The best result achieved for each metric is highlighted in bold.

Method
Baseline
Ours w/ DC & TV, w/o FS
Ours w/ DC & SV, w/o FS
Ours

Abs Rel
0.150
0.141
0.141
0.138

Lower is better
Sq Rel RMSE Log RMSE
1.266
5.864
0.232
1.061
5.679
0.222
1.029
5.536
0.219
1.030
5.394
0.216

δ = 1.25
0.803
0.809
0.811
0.820

Higher is better
δ = 1.252 δ = 1.253
0.932
0.973
0.936
0.976
0.939
0.977
0.941
0.977

Table 2: Results of depth estimation on the Eigen split of the KITTI dataset. We compare our results against several methods
of the literature. Methods are categorized into three groups: methods that assume rigid scenes, methods that explicitly model
moving objects, and methods that perform fine-tuning on the last layer of the network besides considering moving objects. (*)
indicates newly results obtained from an official repository. Column ”M” indicates whether the method has address moving
objects explicitly. Column ”F” indicates whether the method performs test-time fine-tuning. The best result achieved for each
metric is highlighted in bold.

Method

Abs Rel
Zhou et al. (2017)*
0.183
Mahjourian et al. (2018)
0.163
Wang et al. (2018)
0.151
Yin and Shi (2018)*
0.149
Zou et al. (2018)
0.150
Almalioglu et al. (2019)
0.150
Zhou et al. (2018) ”LR”
0.143
Ours
0.138
Luo et al. (2018)
0.141
Ranjan et al. (2019)
0.140
Ours
0.138
Casser et al. (2019) ”M”
0.141
Gordon et al. (2019)
0.128
Ours
0.138
Casser et al. (2019) ”M + R” 0.109
Chen et al. (2019)
0.099

Lower is better
Higher is better
Sq Rel RMSE Log RMSE δ = 1.25 δ = 1.252 δ = 1.253
1.595 6.709
0.270
0.734
0.902
0.959
1.240 6.220
0.250
0.762
0.916
0.967
1.257 5.583
0.228
0.810
0.936
0.974
1.060 5.567
0.226
0.796
0.935
0.975
1.124 5.507
0.223
0.806
0.933
0.973
1.141 5.448
0.216
0.808
0.939
0.975
1.104 5.370
0.219
0.824
0.937
0.975
1.030 5.394
0.216
0.820
0.941
0.977
1.029 5.350
0.216
0.816
0.941
0.976
1.070 5.326
0.217
0.826
0.941
0.975
1.030 5.394
0.216
0.820
0.941
0.977
1.026 5.290
0.215
0.816
0.945
0.979
0.959 5.230
0.212
0.845
0.947
0.976
1.030 5.394
0.216
0.820
0.941
0.977
0.825 4.750
0.187
0.874
0.958
0.983
0.796 4.743
0.186
0.884
0.955
0.979
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